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Perfect fit instead of standard sizing

Knitting sweaters can be very
frustrating: The pattern seems
perfect, the yarn is beautiful – but 
once you try on your newly knitted
sweater, it does not fit at all.

Claudia Eisenkolb has devised a 
workshop in which she teaches
knitters all about what pattern fits
which body type – learn about
adjusting knitting patterns so that
they fit you perfectly!

To make her workshop accessible to 
more knitters, she has adapted it to 
book form – now you can »take« her 
class from the comfort of your home!

Knit to Measure
Find your way to the perfectly
fitting knitted sweater

Claudia Eisenkolb
September 2023
978-3-8307-2138-3
196 pages | 21 x 26 cm
Softcover

• Designer Claudia 
Eisenkolb‘s fitting
workshop now finally
out as book

• Change knitting patterns
to suit our body and knit
the perfectly fitting
sweater

• Including a 
»Mix‘n‘Match« pattern
selection – design your
favorite sweater
yourself!



A flowery advent calendar in 
book form

Christmas time is magic – remember
how we used to love counting down 
the days to Christmas with an advent
calendar? This book is the equivalent
for grown-ups: One special moment
for you per day, be it a crafty DIY with
flowers, be it a small story or exercise
in mindfulness.

Everything in this book has a focus on 
flowers and plants: Author Anna 
Rupp is a florist, and wants her 
readers to experience Christmas the 
same as she does in her flower shop!

Christmas Magic 
with flowers
A book to accompany you through
Christmas time

Anna C. Rupp
September 2023
978-3-8307-1461-3
156 pages | 19 x 25 cm
Hardcover

• The first advent calendar
for grown-ups with a 
focus on flowers and 
plants

• Can be used every year: 
in book form, with
content for every day
from the end of 
November until the 
beginning of January

• Enjoy mindful and 
creative moments in the 
middle of the Christmas 
rush!



Macramee Jewelry
Make beautiful pieces step by step

Florian Mörbitz
June 2023
978-3-8307-2147-5
176 pages | 19 x 25 cm
Softcover

• First book of German 
»Macramee-Guru« 
Florian Mörbitz

• Detailed step by step
instruction guide the 
reader to become a 
macramee pro

• Bracelets, earrings and 
necklaces: all designs
have a WOW effect

Knot your It-Pieces!



From the Caucasus directly to your
kitchen

This book is not your ordinary cook
book – it takes readers on an 
adventure trip all through Eastern 
Europe and Western Asia. The couple
Florian Schauren and Nora Görg went
on a one-year camper van trip on the 
traces of almost lost culinary
traditions. Florian Schauren is a 
Michelin-star educated cook and, 
upon return, interpreted old, 
traditional recipes in a new and fresh
way.

Discover the magic of these countries
trough their culinary personality!

Saffron, Sumac, 
Paprika
Recipes and stories from the 
Carpathian mountains to the Caspian sea

Florian Schauren, Nora Görg
August 2023
978-3-8307-1068-4
184 pages | 21 x 26 cm
Hardcover

• From Bulgaria to Iran: 
authentic culinary
specialties from each
country interpreted in a 
modern way

• Mainly vegetarian
recipes, for more
sustainability on your
dining table

• Interesting travel stories, 
heartfelt reports about
countries and culture
and sneak peaks into
culinary traditions



Pretty in pink!

This books brings color in your
everyday life! And onto your dining
table. As this beautifully
photographed cook book shows: 
healthy vegan food does not 
necessarily have to be green!

All recipes are based on purely
natural ingredients – the pink color
stems from the ingredients
themselves, no food coloring in 
required.

From potatoe salad and summer
rolls, asparagus risotto and burittos, 
from porrige, cheesecake and shakes: 
The pink list goes on and on!

Pink Vegan
Vegan recipes for every day in the 
prettiest color of the world

Susanne Wernicke
January 2024
978-3-8307-1076-9
~ 160 pages | 19 x 25 cm
Hardcover

• 80 vegan recipes for 
every day – easily
cooked with wow factor!

• Naturally pink: the color
is achieved solely
through the ingredients
themselves (no food
coloring)

• Easy cooking methods
and healthy ingredients



Knitting



Timeless design for five different 
yarn weights

Knitting designer Regina Moessmer is
known for her elegant and simple 
designs. With her new book, she
tackles the problem of many knitters: 
You love a design, but you do not like 
the yarn weight and you do not want
to calculate the necessary changes to
the pattern to make it in your favorite
yarn.

Regina has designed four basic
sweaters and one cardigan and has
calculated each design for five
different yarn weights.

With 25 patterns in total, everybody
will find their perfect match!

Timeless Knits
Timeless knitting design for 
sweaters and cardigans

Regina Moessmer
March 2023
978-3-8307-2127-7
~212 pages | 21 x 26 cm
Hardcover

• Elegant and simple 
designs for your favorite
yarn weight

• Top Down Construction 
in 11 sizes (from size 34 
to 54)



EaSy Sweater
No more swatching for size, start
knitting directly!

Sylvie Rasch
January 2023
978-3-8307-2125-3
~144 pages | 22 x 23,2 cm
Hardcover

• 14 new and easy pattern
from bestselling author
Sylvia Rasch (aka CraSy 
Sylvie)

• Easy patterns for 
beginners, little tweeks
like cable and lace for 
more experienced
knitters

Say goodbye to tiresome swatching, 
you can start knitting your sweater
right away!

A lot of knitters, especially beginners, 
shy away from knitting a sweater
because they are scared off the 
swatch or stitch test – and they do 
not know what to do if the pattern
does not fit them.

Sylvia Rasch has developed a 
congenial way to solve this problem: 
A sweater that fits everybody and can
be knit without any swatching at all. 
It is based on a shawl pattern, and 
knitters can just add stitches until the 
pattern fits!



Knit One, Purl One
20 fascinating designs für shawls, 
loops and scarfs

March 2022
978-3-8307-2112-6
128 pages | 21 x 26 cm

• All projects are knit only
with knit and purl
stitches  perfect for 
beginners or „netflix
knitting“

• Bernd Kestler is known
for his unusual designs
that are easy to knit but 
look complicated

Looks complicated, but is really
easy!

Bernd Kestler shows once again that
fascinating designs do not have to be
complicated. In his new book , he 
designed 20 shawls, loops and 
scarves that are knit with only knit
and purl stitches. If you can master
these two stitches, you can master all 
of Bernd‘s designs!

Perfect for beginning knitters, and 
also for experienced ones who want
to let their mind wander and not 
concentrate on counting stitches!



Cosy Winter Knits
30 Knitting patterns for hats, scarfs, 
gloves and more

Judith Jelena Paus
September 2022
978-3-8307-2114-7
~ 160 pages | 21 x 26 cm
With flaps

• All patterns are easily
accessible also for 
beginner knitters

• Judith uses especially
soft wool from big
European brands

• More advanced knitters
will also find patterns to
their liking

30 fun knitting projects for when the 
temperatures get chilly

Be prepared for fall and winter with
these easy-to-follow, step-by-step
knitting patterns for winter
accessories!

The book contains 30 different 
knitting pattern with varying
difficulty. Beginners and advanced
knitters alike will delight in these.

Autor Judith Jelena Paus chose
especially soft wool for all the 
projects: Cashmere, alpaca, merino
and silk blends are soft on the skin
while knitting AND wearing!



Artful Shawls
15 special colorwork patterns

Bärbel Salet
October 2022
978-3-8307-2110-9
~ 164 pages | 21 x 26 cm

• Learn how to knit the 
most amazing colorwork
shawls

• 15 projects with
increasing difficulty, so 
readers can progress
their skills throughout
the book

• With a detailed
introduction into the 
science of matching
colors

Watch an artwork grow on your
knitting needles

The colors, the patterns, the size –
just about everything about Bärbel 
Salet‘s colorwork shawls is
magnificent. Bärbel has been
designing shawls for more than 20 
years – up until now her patterns
were only available as part of 
knittings kits including the wool.

In her first book she makes her 
intricate designs available to the 
broad knitting world. Step by step she
guides the readers through finding an 
combining the right colors and 
knitting these beautiful works of art.



Landscapes on socks
20 sock patterns inspired by nature

April 2022
978-3-8307-2108-6
128 pages | 21 x 26 cm

• Socks for every occasion

• Inspired by nature and 
different landscapes –
sometimes obvious, 
sometimes in the details

• From easy pattern for 
beginners up to intricate
lacework

A knitted journey through nature

We have brought together eight
renown knitting designers for this
book. Each contributed her own 
design(s), inspired by different 
landscapes: A stroll through a forest, 
a day by the sea, a hiking trip into the 
mountains or the moors or a lazy
afternoon on a meadow – let yourself
be inspired by the different 
„landscapes on socks“!

Most designers have international 
ravelry followings: Heidi Kaiser, Anna-
Lena Lange, Anna Mäkilä, Silke Ufer, 
Babette Ulmer Astrid Tüting (Knit vor 
Passion), Sanna Vatane, Bettina 
Wenko (The Knitting Me).



Knitting for Men
Classical or cool

March 2020
978-3-8307-2077-5
144 pages | 21 x 26 cm

• A knitting book for the 
male wardrobe

• 10 different projects 
from sweaters to socks,
all models in two 
versions: conservative 
chic or fashion forward

• Step-by-step instructions 
with knitting charts

You decide what is pretty!

Thorsten Duit has been knitting since 
he was a little kid. He specialises in 
knitting for men and shows his 
creations regularly in his Youtube
channel „Garngemunkel“. 

Knitting for Men is his first book and 
incorporates knitting instructions for 
sweaters, cardigans, hat, socks, scarfs 
and even a knitted backpack!

Thorsten is all about body positivity, 
his motto is: „You decide what‘s 
pretty!“



Sewing

Picture by Racool_Studio



Masterclass
Sewing
12 techniques in 12 months

April 2023
978-3-8307-2121-5
~176 pages | 21 x 26 cm
Hardcover with pattern sheets

• A sewing course in the 
form of a book: Learn a 
new technique every
month

• 12 patterns that work
with each other – for 
your capsules wardrobe

• From inserting an 
invisible zipper, learning
the burrito method or
sewing a pair of pants –
learn from a 
professional seamstress!

Become a sewing pro and enjoy of 
year of learning!

Masterclass Sewing introduces
twelve advanced dressmaking
techniques and twelve corresponding
projects.

The projects are grouped by season, 
so you can work on one technique
and project a month – but of course
you can also sew at your own speed!

All patterns work with each other, so 
Masterclass Sewing offers the 
additional benefit of a full capsules
wardrobe!



Zero Waste Sewing
25 patterns that can be sewn
without any fabric waste

Stefanie Kroth
August 2022
978-3-8307-2116-1
~ 172 pages | 21 x 26 cm
With flaps (no pattern sheets)

• Unique design and 
cutting layouts to create
patterns that can be cut
and sewn without an 
inch of fabric left over

• Designs for men and 
women, a lot of them
unisex

• With 3D avatars to
visualize how the 
clothes fit different body
shapes

Create beautiful clothes without
wasting fabric!

Sewing clothes is so much fun – but 
very often we end up with a lot of 
scraps of left-over fabric. Too small to
make something out of it, but too
much to discard it without feeling
bad. Stefanie Kroth found the 
solution: She combines cutting-edge
design with very creative lay plans to
avoid waste. 

All designs can be sewn by the 
ambitious beginner and are shown
for different body types, shapes and 
sizes. 



Sew Your
Perfect Dirndl
Discover the Dirndl formula!

Ayse Westdickenberg
February 2020
978-3-8307-2076-8
144 pages | 21 x 26 cm
With pattern sheets

• A special book for 
sewing „Dirndls“, the 
traditional bavarian
dress worn at 
Oktoberfest

• A mix-and-match 
pattern system allows 
countless Dirndl designs

• Step-by-step instructions 
with lots of pictures for 
stress-free sewing

Become your own Dirndl designer!

This book allows sewing enthusiasts to 
create their own individual „Dirndl“. 
These dresses are traditionally worn at 
the Oktoberfest in Munich and consist 
of a dress and apron, either with or 
without a matching blouse. 

Fashion designer Ayse Westdickenberg 
has designed a „mix-and-match“ pattern 
system with 5 different dress versions 
with corresponding aprons and blouses. 
All parts can be interchanged with each 
other, enabling the reader to become 
his/her own „Dirndl Designer“!



The Perfect
Blouse Pattern
Creative your own patterns

Stefanie Kroth
September 2020
978-3-8307-2083-6
144 pages | 21 x 26 cm
With pattern sheets

• Step by step instructions 
for designing your own 
blouse pattern

• Including a basic pattern 
that can be tweaked an 
arranged as needed

• Instructions and 
inspiration in one book

Become your own blouse designer!

Finding a blouse that fits and has all the 
features you want can be challenging. 
Why not design your own perfect
blouse?

Stefanie Kroth guides readers through
the process with step by step
instructions. She gives a lot of 
information on personal fit and 
measurements and includes lots of mix-
and-match design options – be it a 
mandarin color, different cuves or an 
interesting button arrangement!



Embroidery
Macramee

Drawing
Interior Design



Macrame
Pattern Bible
Learn creative knots and patterns with
illustrated step by step instructions

April 2023
978-3-8307-2137-6
~208 pages | 21 x 26 cm
Hardcover

• 40 completely new
macrame patterns that
can be combined in 
whichever way you wish

• Detailed photographs
and step by step
instructions

• Includes 15 projects
(accessoires and home
decoration)

New patterns for more fun

Author Judith Jelena Paus is a 
wellknown youtuber that specialises
in macrame videos. She has designed
40 totally new and modern macrame
patterns that are all based on the 
well-known macrame knots.

Her patterns give a fresh look to a 
traditional techniques and can be
combined with each other – readers
can design their own macrame
patterns by doing that.

Also included in the book are 15 
project with which the patterns can
be tested and tried.



Learn to draw different 
perspectives
From the horizon to the vanishing point –
learn to create a realistic pictures

April 2023
978-3-8307-1459-0
~144 pages | 21 x 26 cm
Flex Cover

• Author Elisabeth Poniz
has been teaching
drawing classes for 
several years now – in 
this book she shares her 
experiences

• Lots of practical
exercises and tips

Understanding the horizon in 
pictures

Recognising and mastering the 
different perspectives when drawing
can be challenging – Elisabeth Poniz
has been teaching beginners and 
advanced drawers for years now and 
has created a multitude of exercises
for just that.

This book combines all her teaching
knowledge and can be used like a 
drawing class in the form of a book.



Embroider Your
Wardrobe
Creative ideas for embellishing
your clothes

Lisa Schumi
August 2022
978-3-8307-2123-9
~ 144 pages | 21 x 26 cm
With flaps

• Freshen up your look
with these simple 
embroidery techniques
– no prior DIY 
knowledge necessary

• Detailed step-by-step
instruction with pictures

• All patterns can be
copied directly from the 
book

Everything is prettier with a little
embroidery!

Embroidery is the perfect „entry-level 
drug“ for DIY fans! All you need is
some yarn, a needle and a little
creativity – and you can turn a boring
t-shirt into something special, or add
that finishing touch to your hat.

Author Lisa Schumi specialises in 
quirky designs, while at the same 
time explaining in detail how to make
her patterns come alive.



Love Dried Flowers
Beautiful projects for dried flowers, 
grass and leaves

Anna Rupp
October 2020
978-3-8307-2092-8
152 pages | 19 x 25 cm

• Step by step, easy to
follow instructions for all 
projects

• Lots of background
information on materials
and techniques

• Extra chapter on the 
creative process of 
designing your own 
projects

The sustainable alternative 
to fresh flowers



Urban Sketching
On the road with your drawing kit

Antje Linker-Wenzel
September 2022
978-3-8307-1458-3
~ 144 pages | 21 x 26 cm

• Everything you need to
know about sketching
and drawing your urban 
environment (while
outside)

• Amazing results with
only basic equipment

• Find inspiration
wherever you go and 
draw what you see

»Draw what you see and not the 
picture you have in your mind!«

This is Antje Linker-Wenzel‘s motto: 
She encourages readers to just start
drawing, without thinking it over very
much. She guides the readers on a 
trip through his or her city or town
and makes them see all the wonders
there are to discover. 

Detailed technical descriptions and 
tipps around which material to use
make this book perfect for drawing
beginners – the inspirational part
makes it special for the more
experienced sketchers. 



Drawing Portraits
The art of the expression

Antje Linker-Wenzel
October 2021
978-3-8307-1455-2
144 pages | 21 x 26 cm

• A new and playful
technique for drawing
faces

• Author has vast
experience in teaching
and has perfected her 
method with hundreds
of students

The livelier a face, the better!

Antje Linker-Wenzel has been
teaching art and drawing classes for a 
long time. And she has seen lots of 
students struggle when they start on 
portraits.

So she has designed a new and 
playful technique on getting started: 
By having fun and using ones
imagination rather than sticking to
certain „drawing rules“, readers
develop portraits in their own style.



Manga –
The Workshop
The comprehensive book for 
drawing and illustrating mangas

Elisabeth Poniz
March 2020
978-3-8307-1453-8
144 pages | 21 x 26 cm

• The Manga Drawing 
Workshop in book form

• Grown-up, realistic 
manga style for all those 
who want to evolve 
from the Shojo style

• New system with 
„drawing lines“ make 
drawing cool mangas
easy

Mangas a little different

This is the right book for all those 
Manga fans who want to learn how 
to draw something other than Shojo
figures! 

Author Elisabeth Poniz is an expert 
on drawing more realistic Manga 
figures – besides doing her own art 
work, she has been teaching Manga 
drawing classes for years. „The 
Manga Drawing Course“ distills all her 
teaching experience in one book –
including all her tipps and tricks on 
colouring Manga figures with 
different techniques!



Copic Marker
The comprehensive book for 
drawing and illustrating mangas

Elisabeth Poniz
August 2017
978-3-8307-1442-2
320 pages | 21 x 29,7 cm

• A comprehensive guide 
for drawing and coloring 
with Copic Markers 

• Step-by-step instructions 
for illustrations and 
mangas

• Complete with colour
reels and techniques for 
combining colors

Have fun with colour!

You want to draw with copic markers, 
but haven‘t quite mastered the 
technique? Then this is the book for 
you! Author Elisabeth Poniz provides 
readers with all there is to know 
about drawing with copic markers.

All relevant techniques are explained 
step by step. There are figure outlines 
for getting started, later on Elisabeth 
Poniz shows the readers how to draw 
figures from scratch.

To top things off, a section about 
combining colors makes choosing the 
right copic marker for each drawing 
easy.


